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Atomic masses of seven Tz =−1, f p-shell nuclei from 44V to 56Cu and two low-lying isomers, 44mV (Jpi =
6+) and 52mCo (Jpi = 2+), have been measured with relative precisions of 1−4×10−7 with Isochronous Mass
Spectrometry (IMS) at CSRe. The masses of 56Cu, 52g,52mCo, and 44mV were measured for the first time in
this experiment. The Mass Excesses (ME ′s) of 44V, 48Mn, 50Fe, and 54Ni are determined with an order of
magnitude improved precision compared to the literature values. 52g,52mCo and 56Cu are found to be 370 keV
and 400 keV more bound, respectively, while 44g,44mV are ∼ 300 keV less bound than the extrapolations in the
Atomic-Mass Evaluation 2012 (AME′12). The masses of the four Tz =−1/2 nuclei 45V, 47Cr, 49Mn, and 51Fe
are re-determined to be in agreement, within the experimental errors, with the recent JYFLTRAPmeasurements
or with the previous IMS measurements in CSRe. Details of the measurements and data analysis are described,
and the impact of the new ME values on different aspects in nuclear structure are investigated and discussed.
PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 27.40.+z, 29.20.db
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear mass measurements provide information on nu-
clear binding energies which reflect the summed results of all
interactions among its constituent protons and neutrons. The
systematic and accurate knowledge of nuclear masses have
wide applications in many areas of subatomic physics rang-
ing from nuclear structure and astrophysics to fundamental
interactions and symmetries depending on the mass precision
achieved [1, 2]. For example, on the basis of nuclear masses,
the well-known shell structure and pairing correlations were
discovered in stable nuclei [3], and the disappearance of the
magic neutron number N = 20 [4] as well as the new shell
closure at N = 32 [5] were revealed in exotic neutron-rich nu-
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clides. In addition to the mapping of the nuclear mass sur-
face [6–8], much attention has been paid to precision mass
measurements of exotic nuclei in specific mass regions, such
as in the vicinity of doubly magic nuclei far from stability and
the waiting point nuclei in the rapid proton and rapid neutron
capture processes (see Refs.[1, 2] for reviews).
The interest in precision mass measurements for the
neutron-deficient f p-shell nuclei are due to several consid-
erations: (1) These nuclides are located at the reaction path
of the nucleosynthesis rp-process [9] in X-ray bursts; the cor-
responding (p,γ) reaction Q values, deduced from masses of
the nuclides involved, are key nuclear physics inputs in the
model calculations [10, 11]. (2) Precise masses have been
used for testing the Isobaric Multiplet Mass Equation (IMME)
(see Refs. [12, 13] for reviews), an important issue associated
with isospin symmetry in particle and nuclear physics. (3) The
precise QEC values, deduced from the mass differences of par-
ent and daughter nuclei, are required in the β -decay studies in
order to obtain the Fermi (F) and Gamow-Teller (GT) tran-
sition strengths. In particular, the high precision QEC values
2of super-allowed 0+ → 0+ Fermi decays provide one of the
most important quantities required for testing the Conserved
Vector Current (CVC) hypothesis [14]. (4) The experimental
masses are used to predict, with the help of local mass rela-
tionships such as the IMME and Garvey-Kelson (GK) mass
formula [15], the mass values of more neutron-deficient nu-
clei, which in turn are essential for understanding the astro-
physical rp-process of nucleosynthesis [10, 11] and identify-
ing the most probable candidates for two-proton radioactivity.
In the past few years, a series of mass-measurement ex-
periments have been performed using Isochronous Mass
Spectrometry (IMS) in the Cooler Storage Ring (CSRe),
Lanzhou [16]. In this article, we report on the measured
atomic masses of 58Ni projectile fragments focusing on the
Tz =−1 short-lived f p-shell nuclei. A part of the obtained re-
sults has been discussed in our previous publications [17, 18].
Details of the experimental measurements and data analysis
are described in Section II. The experimental results are pre-
sented in Section III. The impact of our results in nuclear
structure studies is discussed in Section IV. We give a sum-
mary and conclusion in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. Measurement
The experiment was conducted at the HIRFL-CSR accel-
eration complex [19, 20], which consists of a Separated Sec-
tor Cyclotron (SSC, K = 450), a Sector-Focusing Cyclotron
(SFC, K = 69), a main Cooler-Storage Ring (CSRm) oper-
ating as a heavy-ion synchrotron, and an experimental stor-
age ring CSRe. The two storage rings are coupled by an in-
flight fragment separator RIBLL2. The high-energy part of
the facility is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The CSRm has
a circumference of 161 m and a maximum magnetic rigidity
Bρ = 12.05 Tm. The 12C6+ and 238U72+ ions can typically
be accelerated to about 1 GeV/u and 400MeV/u, respectively.
The CSRe has a circumference of 128.8 m and a maximal
magnetic rigidity of 9.4 Tm [19, 20].
For ions stored in a storage ring, their revolution times, t,
are related to the mass-to-charge ratios, m/q, via the following
expression:
t =
L
c
×
√
1+
(
mc
q
)2
× 1
(Bρ)2
, (1)
where L is the orbit length of the circulating ion, c the speed
of light, and Bρ the magnetic rigidity. Since the ions within
a certain acceptance of magnetic rigidity, ∆Bρ , are all stored
and circulate in the ring, their orbit lengths are not the same.
In first order approximation, the relative time changes, ∆t/t,
(or equivalent relative revolution frequency changes ∆ f/ f )
are determined by [6, 21–23]:
∆t
t
=−∆ f
f
= αp× ∆(m/q)
(m/q)
+ (αp× γ2− 1)× ∆v
v
, (2)
FIG. 1: (Colour online) Layout of the high-energy part of the HIRFL-
CSR complex at IMP including the synchrotron CSRm, the in-
flight fragment separator RIBLL2, and the experimental storage ring
CSRe.
where γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor, v the velocity of ions,
and αp the momentum compaction factor, which connects the
relative change of the orbit length to the relative change of the
magnetic rigidity of the circulating ions. αp =−1/γ2t is nearly
constant over the entire revolution frequency acceptance of the
storage ring, where γt is the so-called transition energy of the
ring [22].
From Eq. (2) it is clear that in order to determine the mass-
to-charge ratios, m/q, of the stored ions, one needs to measure
the revolution frequencies of the ions providing that the sec-
ond term on the right hand side is negligibly small. This can
be achieved by two techniques [22]: The first one is related
to the reduction of velocity spreads by applying beam cool-
ing [24], and the revolution frequencies are then measured
by applying the so-called SchottkyMass Spectrometry (SMS)
technique [25–28]. The beam cooling requires several sec-
onds, which sets a limit on the half-lives of nuclides that can
be investigated using SMS. The second method is the IMS
technique [29–33], which is based on a special beam-optics
setting of the ring such that the injected ions have to fulfill
the isochronous condition γ = γt . In such a case the velocity
spreads of the stored ions are compensated by the lengths of
closed orbits inside the ring and the revolution frequencies are
a direct measure of the mass-to-charge ratios of the ions. The
Bρ acceptance of CSRe is ±0.2% in the isochronous mode.
In the present experiment, a 467.91MeV/u 58Ni19+ primary
beam of about 8× 107 particles per spill was fast-extracted
and focused upon a ∼15 mm 9Be target placed in front of
the RIBLL2. At this relativistic energy, the reaction products
from projectile fragmentation of 58Ni were emerged from the
target mainly as bare ions. They were then selected and an-
alyzed [21] by RIBLL2. A cocktail beam including the ions
of interest was injected into the CSRe, which was tuned into
the isochronous ion-optical mode [30, 33] with the transition
point at γt = 1.400. The primary beam energywas selected ac-
cording to the LISE++ simulations [34] such that the 52Co27+
3ions had the most probable velocity with γ = γt at the exit of
the target.
Both RIBLL2 and CSRe were set to a fixed magnetic rigid-
ity of Bρ = 5.8574 Tm to allow for an optimal transmission of
the Tz = −1 nuclides centered at 52Co. However, in the pro-
jectile fragmentation of 58Ni, fragments inevitably have broad
momentum distributions of a few percent. All nuclides within
the Bρ acceptance ±0.2% of the RIBLL2-CSRe system can
be transmitted and stored in the CSRe. The γt deviates from
1.400 at the edges of the CSRe aperture. A similar behavior
has been reported in Ref. [30] on the example of the ESR stor-
age ring at GSI, Darmstadt. Therefore, we restricted the range
of orbits by inserting a metal slit at a position with high disper-
sion (see Fig.1). The dispersion at the slit position was esti-
mated to be about 20 cm/%. The slit opening was 60 mm cor-
responding to the momentum acceptance of ∆p/p ∼ 0.3% in
CSRe. As a result, the resolving power of the acquired spec-
tra was considerably improved reaching ∼ 4× 105 (FWHM).
Typically, more than ten ions were stored simultaneously in
one injection. The nuclides with well-known masses could be
used as reference ions for mass calibration.
The revolution times of the ions stored in CSRe were mea-
sured using a dedicated timing detector [35] installed inside
the CSRe aperture. It is equipped with a 19 µg/cm2 car-
bon foil of 40 mm in diameter. Each time when an ion
passed through the foil, secondary electrons were released
from the foil and transmitted isochronously by perpendicu-
larly arranged electric and magnetic fields to a Micro-Channel
Plate (MCP) counter. The signals from the MCP were guided
without amplification directly to a fast digital oscilloscope. In
this experiment, we employed Tektronix DPO 71254 at a sam-
pling rate of 50 GHz. The typical rise time of the signals was
0.25∼ 0.50 ns [35].
The time resolution of the Time-of-Flight (ToF) detector
was about 50 ps, and the detection efficiency varied from
∼ 20% to∼ 70% depending on the charge and overall number
of stored ions (See refs. [33, 35] for more details). For each
injection, a measurement time of 300 µs, triggered by the start
pulse of the CSRe injection kicker, was set corresponding to
about 500 revolutions of the ions in CSRe. A total of 3840
injections were measured in the experiment. All ions that cir-
culated for more than 100 µs were considered in the analysis.
This is different from previous analyses [33, 36–39], where
the minimum time of 186 µs within the measurement time
of 200 µs was required. Thus, the number of ions used in
the analysis could be increased. Following the procedures de-
scribed in Ref. [33], we obtained the revolution time spectrum
and made the particle identification.
B. Time shift correction
The particle identification in the revolution time spectrum
can be obtained for a part of the experimental data acquired in
a few hours [33]. However, the peaks in the revolution time
spectrum become broadened when several measurements are
accumulated. This is caused by the instabilities of the mag-
netic fields of CSRe. Since the revolution times are used to
determine mass values, the accuracies of the latter are dramat-
ically affected by the drifts of the revolution times. There-
fore, the time shifts due to the magnetic field instabilities
should be properly corrected. Previously one had to analyze
a large number of sub-spectra obtained in a short period of
measurement (typically several minutes) [31, 36], or to use
the correlation-matrix approach [6, 32, 40]. In some cases,
several reference ions were selected to construct the relative
time spectra [33]. Although, great improvements could be
achieved, there were still some disadvantages as pointed out
in Ref. [41].
Recently, we have developed a newmethod to minimize the
deteriorations of revolution time spectra caused by the mag-
netic field instabilities. Our method is based on two assump-
tions: (1) The magnetic fields of the CSRe are stable during a
short measurement time of 300 µs, which allows us to make
the time shift corrections on an injection-by-injection basis.
(2) In a single injection, the time shifts from the ideal revo-
lution times are constant for all stored ions. When the field
changes are not too large, this assumption is valid for the ions
in a limited revolution time range. Overall feasibility of the
time shift correction can be checked by the succeeded mass
calibration. Details of the correction method can be found in
Ref. [41], and several key points are outlined here.
As a first step, we selected an ion species injected with
high statistics and constructed a relative time spectrum [33]
from which the well-separated peaks can be identified. We
used these peaks as reference ions, and calculated their mean
revolution times and standard deviations (or equivalently the
Root-Mean-Squares RMS): µi and σi (i = 1,2, ...,Nt) with
Nt being the total number of reference species. Peaks which
were not well separated from others (for example 52gCo and
52mCo) have not been used as references. Then we went to the
second step to make corrections on the injection-by-injection
basis. For each individual injection, we selected Nre f refer-
ence species (note that Nre f ≤ Nt ) and calculated a weighted
average time shift in this injection defined as:
δ t =
Nre f
∑
i=1
1
σ2i
× (ti− µi)/
Nre f
∑
i=1
1
σ2i
. (3)
FIG. 2: (Colour online) The revolution time spectra zoomed in
around 52Co before (a) and after (b) time shift correction. The iso-
meric state (T1/2 = 104 ms) at Ex ∼ 390 keV is clearly resolved from
the ground state (T1/2 = 115 ms) after the correction.
4We subtracted this average shift from the initial revolution
times ti (i = 1,2, ...,Ns) for all the Ns ions in this injection.
We note that Nre f ≤ Ns, and only the injections with Nre f ≥ 2
were used for the analysis. After all injections were analyzed
in the same way, we had an intermediate time spectrum from
which a new set of µ ′i and σ
′
i (i = 1,2, ...,Nt) were obtained.
Then, we replaced the {µi, σi} with {µ ′i , σ
′
i } and made the
correction from the above-mentioned second step iteratively
until {µ ′i , σ
′
i } were converged. The converged {µ
′
i , σ
′
i } values
were considered to be the final corrected revolution times with
their corresponding deviations RMS. We note that an extra-
term was added to σ ′i in each iteration so that over-corrections
could be avoided (see Ref. [41] for details). Fig. 2 presents
the revolution time spectrum zoomed in around 52Co before
and after the correction. One sees that the overall time shift
effect shown in Fig. 2(a) has been largely removed. Conse-
quently, the resolving power of the spectrum is significantly
improved after correction, and the isomeric state at Ex ∼ 390
keV is clearly resolved from its ground state.
Fig. 3 illustrates a part of the corrected spectrum at a time
window of 602 ns ≤ t ≤ 621 ns. The calculated standard de-
viations or the Root-Mean-Squares (RMS) for some of the
revolution time peaks are shown in Fig. 4. The reached re-
solving power is up to ∼ 4× 105 FWHM for the nuclei in the
isochronous region at about 614 ns.
In order to verify that the time spectrum is properly cor-
rected and no over-correction occurred by the method itself,
we selected injections in which two ions of same species were
present with revolution times t1 and t2. Their time difference,
∆t = t1− t2, should be solely due to the momentum spreads
and betatron oscillations of the ions in this injection. Analyz-
ing all injections, we constructed a spectrum of ∆t. An exam-
ple for 23Mg is presented in Fig. 5. Since the magnetic fields
keep stable in each individual measurement of 300 µs, the
width of the ∆t spectrum should not be affected by the field
instability. Such analyses have been applied to several ion
species with high statistics, and the obtainedσ(∆t)/
√
2 values
are plotted in Fig. 4. One sees that the deducedσ(∆t)/
√
2 val-
ues are in good agreement with the calculated deviations from
the correction method, indicating that the time shifts due to
the magnetic field instabilities have been properly corrected.
The mean revolution times and the calculated standard devi-
ations obtained from the correction method are then used for
mass calibrations and mass determinations.
C. Mass determination
Two series of nuclides with Tz = −1/2 and Tz = −1 were
stored in the CSRe and their revolution times have been mea-
sured in the experiment (see Fig. 3). Most of the masses of
these nuclides are known with high precision, therefore we
have used nuclides with experimental mass uncertainties of
less than 5 keV to make the mass calibration according to:
m/q(t) = ao + a1× t + a2× t2+ a3× t3 , (4)
where a0, a1, a2, and a3 are free parameters. Since both lit-
erature mass values and measured mean revolution times, t ′s,
have uncertainties, the weights of the fitted points have been
taken as a quadratic combination of both errors as
σ2 = σ2m/q +(a1+ 2a2× t + 3a3× t2)2×σ2t . (5)
The least-squares fit has been done iteratively in the same way
as described, e.g., in Ref. [42]. In brief, at each iteration the
new fit parameters a1, a2, and a3 are used to readjust the
weights σ2 in Eq. (5). The fitting has been performed with
different starting values for a1, a2, and a3. In all cases the
procedure converged to the identical parameter values.
Note that the ions stored in CSRe are fully stripped, there-
fore the atomic masses M(A,Z) given in [43] have been trans-
formed into nuclear masses m(A,Z) in the mass calibration of
Eq. (4) according to [2]:
m(A,Z) = M(A,Z)−Z×me +Be(Z), (6)
where me is the mass of electron, and the total binding energy
of all electrons, Be(Z), is estimated [2] by
Be(Z) = 14.4381×Z2.39+ 1.55468× 10−6×Z5.35 eV, (7)
which provides an RMS error over the entire range of tabu-
lated masses of 150 eV. Eq. (4) with the parameters a0, a1,
a2, and a3 obtained from the fitting procedure was then used
to determine the masses of Tz = −1,−1/2 nuclei of interest
via interpolation. Finally the determined nuclear masses are
transformed back into the atomic masses using Eqs. (6) and
(7).
In order to check the reliability of mass calibration and ex-
amine the possible systematic error of our approach, we have
re-determined the Mass Excess (ME) of each of the Nc cali-
brant nuclides using the otherNc−1 ones for mass calibration.
The differences between the re-determinedME-values and the
literature ones [43] are compared in Fig. 6. The normalized χn
is calculated according to
χn =
√√√√ 1
n f
Nc
∑
i=1
(MECSRe,i−MEAME,i)2
σ2CSRe,i +σ
2
AME,i
, (8)
where n f = Nc is the number of degrees of freedom, MECSRe,i
the mass excess measured in CSRe, and MEAME,i the corre-
sponding tabulated mass excess from the 2012 Atomic-Mass
Evaluation. Since some of our data were collected as pri-
vate communication already in the Atomic-Mass Evaluation
AME′2016 [44], we have to compare our results to the ones
published in AME′12. If the calculated χn is within the ex-
pected range of χn = 1±1/
√
2n f at 1σ confidence level, sys-
tematic errors would not be considered. If χn is outside the
1σ limits, a systematic error, σsys, has to be added to the final
mass values. This systematic error is obtained by introduc-
ing σ2sys in the denominator of Eq. (8) with the requirement of
χn = 1 [42].
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The upper f p-shell nuclei of interest were tuned into the
isochronous region of 611 ns ≤ T ≤ 615 ns, and their revo-
lution times were measured with high precision (see Figs. 3
5FIG. 3: (Colour online) Part of the revolution time spectrum at a time window of 602 ns ≤ t ≤ 621 ns. The red and blue peaks represent the
Tz =−1 and −1/2 nuclei, respectively.
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FIG. 4: (Colour online) Plot of the calculated standard deviations or
RMS of the revolution time peaks in Fig. 3. The black circles are
the values deduced from the time-shift-correction method, while the
red triangles are the values deduced directly from the two ions of
same species stored simultaneously in the ring. Note that the latter
are independent of the correction methods. The labels (gs+isomer)
indicate that the RMS values are deduced from the mixed peaks
of ground state and a low-lying isomer; the label (corrected) cor-
responds to the extrapolated RMS.
and 4). We used Nc = 21 nuclides in the time window of
608 ns ≤ T ≤ 621 ns to calibrate the revolution time spec-
trum. The masses of these calibrants have been redetermined
using the method described above yielding χn = 1.09. This
value is within the expected range of χn = 1±0.15 at 1σ con-
fidence level, indicating that no additional systematic errors
have to be considered. The excellent agreement between the
redetermined masses and the literature ones (see Fig. 6) con-
firms again the validity of the time shift corrections. For the
well-separated peaks in Fig. 3, we used the calculated mean
revolution times and corresponding RMS to determine the nu-
clear masses. When two peaks were not completely separated,
the spectrum-decomposition or maximum likelihood methods
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FIG. 5: Distribution of the revolution time difference, ∆t = t1− t2,
obtained from injections where two 23Mg ions were stored simulta-
neously. The RMS divided by
√
2 is plotted in Fig. 4.
have been used to extract the reliable mean revolution times
and their corresponding deviations for the mass determina-
tions.
A. Masses of 46Cr, 48Mn, 50Fe, 54Ni, and 56Cu
The masses of 46Cr, 50Fe, and 54Ni were measured about 40
years ago either through a reaction excitation function [45] or
through the Q values of (4He,8He) reactions [46]. The mass
of 54Ni was addressed at the JYFLTRAP Penning-trap mass
spectrometer, but no result could be obtained due to a very
low production yield [47]. The mass of 48Mn was measured
for the first time in the storage ring ESR of GSI using the IMS
technique [48]. Two settings of the magnetic fields were em-
ployed leading to an averaged mass excess with the evaluated
uncertainty of 170 keV [43]. No experimental mass for 56Cu
had been reported prior to the present experiment.
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The ME values of 46Cr, 48Mn, 50Fe, 54Ni, and 56Cu are ob-
tained in this work and are presented in Table I together with
the values from AME′12 [43]. The differences are given in
the last column of Table I and are shown in Fig. 6. Our mea-
sured atomic masses are in good agreement with the values
in AME′12 [43], but with much improved precision. In par-
ticular, the newly determined masses of 48Mn, 50Fe, and 54Ni
are one order of magnitude more precise than the adopted val-
ues [43], and a relative mass precision of∼ 1×10−7 has been
achieved for 54Ni.
Our measurement yields ME(48Mn)= −29299(7) keV,
which is in excellent agreement with the value of Ref. [48]
in their first magnetic field setting but 17 times more precise.
This result can independently be verified using the recent data
from the β decay studies of 48Fe [49]. In that experiment,
both β -delayed protons and β -delayed γ ′s of 48Fe have been
measured and assigned as being due to the de-excitation from
the T = 2 Isobaric Analog State (IAS) in the Tz =−1 nucleus
48Mn. Therefore the ground-state ME value of 48Mn can be
obtained through:
ME(48Mn) = ME(47Cr)+ME(1H)+Ec.mp −Esumγ
= [−34561(7)+ 7289+1018(10)−3036.5(1.5)]
=−29291(12) keV,
(9)
with Ec.mp being the center-of-mass proton decay energy, and
Esumγ the summed energy of three sequential γ transitions from
the IAS in 48Mn. The deduced ME value for 48Mn is in ex-
cellent agreement with our result.
The mass excess of 56Cu is measured to be ME =
TABLE I: Experimental ME values obtained in this work and values
from the Atomic-Mass Evaluation AME′12 [43] and Ref. [62] for
45V and 49Mn. The deviations δME = MECSRe −MEAME′12 are
given in the last column. Also listed are the numbers of identified
ions N, standard deviations, σt , and FWHM values of the revolution
time peaks (see Fig. 2) converted in keV through mass calibration.
Atom N σt FWHM MECSRe MEAME′12 δME
(ps) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)
44gV 64 1.25 382 −23827(20) −24120(180) 294(180)
44mV 75 1.25 382 −23541(19) −23850(210)# 309(210)#
46Cr 195 1.13 373 −29471(11) −29474(20) 3(23)
48Mn 198 0.68 242 −29299(7) −29320(170) 21(170)
50Fe 342 0.76 277 −34477(6) −34490(60) 13(60)
52gCo 194 0.66 246 −34361(8) −33990(200)# −371(200)#
52mCo 129 0.75 277 −33974(10) −33610(220)# −364(220)#
54Ni 688 0.54 226 −39278(4) −39220(50) −58(50)
56Cu 64 0.70 276 −38643(15) −38240(200)# −403(200)#
43Ti 920 1.99 631 −29306(9)∗∗ −29321(7) 15(11)
45V 687 1.94 651 −31885(10) −31885.3(9)∗ 0(10)
47Cr 1083 2.19 791 −34565(10) −34561(7) −4(12)
49Mn 561 2.21 816 −37607(14) −37620.3(24)∗ 13(14)
51Fe 760 2.37 932 −40198(14) −40202(9) 4(17)
#Extrapolated values in AME′12 [43]. ∗∗Mixed with the
Ex = 313(1) keV low-lying isomer [43]. ∗Values from latest
measurements in Ref. [62].
−38643(15) keV, which has been collected already in
AME′2016 [44]. This ME is consistent with the AME′03
value [50] but differs by 403 keV from the extrapolated one in
AME′12 [43]. Our mass excess yields the proton separation
energy of 56Cu to be Sp = 596(15) keV, which is in excel-
lent agreement with the predicted value, Sp = 620 keV, using
the Coulomb displacement energy calculations [51]. Using
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FIG. 7: Excited low-spin states in the mirror nuclei 56Cu and 56Co.
The excited states in 56Cu are from Ref. [52] but shifted by 36 keV
upward according to our ground-state mass of 56Cu. The data for
56Co are from Ref. [53].
7this proton separation energy, the excited states in 56Cu iden-
tified from the β -delayed proton decays of 56Zn [52] should
be shifted upward by 36 keV, leading to an amazing mirror
symmetry of excited levels between 56Cu [52] and 56Co [53]
(see Fig. 7). Finally, it is worth noting that our mass excess of
56Cu agrees with ME =−38626.7(7.1) keVwhich is reported
in Ref. [54] during the review process of this manuscript.
B. Masses of 52gCo and 52mCo
Experimental masses did not exist for the ground state of
52Co and its (2+) isomer [43]. Considering mirror symmetry
of nuclear levels [55], and using the data of β -delayed protons
and β -delayed γ ′s of 52Ni, the mass excesses of the ground
and isomeric states had been addressed in Refs. [49, 56]. Dur-
ing the preparation of this manuscript, the ME-values of 52gCo
and 52mCo from JYFLTRAP mass spectrometry have been re-
ported [57], see Table II.
In our work, the 52gCo and 52mCo were very well resolved,
see Fig. 8. However, the two peaks are not exactly sym-
metric, one observes few counts at larger revolution times
outside three standard deviations. Therefore we employed
different ways to find their centroids and the correspond-
ing uncertainties, namely the double-Gaussian chi-squares fit-
ting, unbinned maximum likelihood estimation, and unbinned
Bayesian analysis. We also decomposed the two peaks using
two-Gaussian functions and then calculated the mean revo-
lution times and the corresponding RMS. The mass excesses
of 52gCo and 52mCo obtained from the four approaches are
presented in Table II, together with the literature values in
Refs. [43, 57] for comparison.
Our ME values from the last three approaches are in excel-
lent agreement with each other. The binned double-Gaussian
chi-squares fitting yields ME values which deviate a little
from the former ones. This is due to the outlying counts
outside 3 standard deviations of the peaks. In Table I and
Ref. [17], the ME values from the unbinned maximum like-
lihood estimation were adopted. We note that our ME value
of 52mCo is consistent within 1σ with the one in Ref. [57],
whereas our ME(52gCo) is 29 keV lower (2.8σ ) than the
one in [57]. The new proton separation energy of 52gCo
Sp = 1447(12) keV agrees well with the predicted value of
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FIG. 8: (Colour online) The revolution time spectrum zoomed in
around 52Co. The red solid line represents the fitted result using two
Gaussian distributions shown as black dotted lines.
TABLE II: Experimental ME values of 52gCo and 52mCo obtained
in this work using different analysis methods: (1) double-Gaussian
chi-squares fitting, (2) unbinned maximum likelihood estimation, (3)
unbinned Bayesian analysis, and (4) peak decomposition using two-
Gaussian functions. ME values from Refs. [57] and [43] are also
given for comparison. The deviations δME = MECSRe−MEAME′12
are given in the 4th and 5th columns. Also listed are the excitation
energy, Ex(2+), of 52mCo.
Method ME(52gCo) ME(52mCo) δMEgs δMEis Ex(2+)
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)
(1) -34355(7) -33997(8) -365(7) -387(8) 358(11)
(2) -34361(8) -33974(10) -371(8) -364(10) 387(13)
(3) -34360(9) -33976(13) -370(9) -366(13) 384(16)
(4) -34366(8) -33975(11) -376(8) -365(11) 391(14)
[57] -34331.6(66) -33958(11) -341.6(66) -348(11) 374(13)
[43] -33990(200) -33610(220) – – 380(100)
Sp = 1.54 MeV in Ref. [51].
The determined mass excesses for the ground state of 52Co
and its (2+) isomer are ∼ 370 keV more bound than the ex-
trapolated values in AME′12 [43] while they are ∼ 130 keV
less bound than the value deduced in Ref. [49]. These energy
differences have significant consequences in the understand-
ing of the β -decay properties of 52Ni that has been discussed
in our previous publication [17]. The excitation energy of the
isomer is thus determined to be 387(13) keV, which is very
close to Ex = 378(1) keV of the 2+ isomer in its mirror nu-
cleus 52Mn [58]. The impact of this result on the IMME test
will be discussed in section IV.
C. Masses of 44gV and 44mV
Prior to this experiment, the mass of 44V had been mea-
sured only in the storage ring ESR of GSI using the IMS tech-
nique [48]. Due to the unresolved isomer (T1/2 = 150 ms) at
a predicted excitation energy of Ex ∼ 270 keV [43], the mass
excess of 44V was reported with an asymmetric uncertainty as
ME = −23980+80−380 keV, which has been evaluated and rec-
ommended to be ME =−24120(180) keV in AME′12 [43].
In the present experiment, the 44V23+ ions at both ground
and isomeric states were stored in CSRe, and their revolution
times were measured with high precision. The expanded revo-
lution time spectrum centered at 44V is presented in Fig. 9. Al-
though 44V was not in the isochronous condition (see Fig. 4),
the two peaks can still be resolved.
Since the statistics for 44V23+ ions is lower in this experi-
ment, we have tried to extract the centroids and correspond-
ing uncertainties using two approaches, namely the double-
Gaussian chi-squares fitting (see Fig. 9(a)), and the spectrum
decomposition using two-Gaussian functions (see Fig. 9(b)).
The latter approach yields a smaller uncertainty for the cen-
troid of 44gV (σt = 0.70 ps), which obviously deviates from
the general trend as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore σt = 1.25 ps
obtained from interpolation in Fig. 4 was used in error estima-
tion. The ME values of 44gV and 44mV determined from the
two analysis methods are consistent with each other within
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FIG. 9: (Colour online) (a) The revolution time spectrum zoomed in
around 44V. The red solid line represents the fitted result using two
Gaussian distributions shown as black dashed lines. (b) Decomposed
time spectra of the ground-state 44V and its (6+) isomer according
to the fitted Gaussian distributions.
2σ . The averaged values are adopted here and given in Ta-
ble I.
The mass excesses determined in this work are
ME(44gV) = −23827(20) keV and ME(44mV) =
−23541(19) keV, leading to an excitation energy
Ex = 286(28) keV for the (6+) isomer. On the one hand,
this excitation energy is close to the value of Ex = 271 keV
in its mirror nucleus 44Sc [43], and is in agreement with
Ex = 266 keV deduced from calculated Mirror-Energy
Difference (MED) of −5 keV between 44V and 44Sc [59]. On
the other hand, using the ground state mass obtained in this
work, the excitation energy of the T = 2 IAS of 44Cr in 44V
is deduced to be 2703(24) keV rather than 2990(180) keV
in [43], which is comparable with Ex = 2778(3) keV of
the T = 2 analog state in 44Sc [43]. Furthermore, using
the present mass excess, the Sp(45Cr) = 2972(45) keV can
be determined rather than Sp(45Cr) = 2690(190) keV in
Ref. [43]. The larger Sp(45Cr) value makes the Ca-Sc circling
in the rp-process more unlikely as we have pointed out in
Ref. [37].
D. Masses of Tz =−1/2 nuclei 45V, 47Cr, 49Mn, and 51Fe
The masses of the Tz = −1/2 fp-shell nuclides 45V, 47Cr,
49Mn, and 51Fe have been determined previously at Michi-
gan State University [60, 61]. They were also measured in
the CSRe using the IMS technique via the projectile frag-
mentation of 78Kr [33]. Recently, high-precision QEC-value
measurements with the double Penning-trap mass spectrome-
ter JYFLTRAP have been performed for 45V and 49Mn [62].
A 22-keV (2σ ) deviation has been found for 49Mn compared
to the value of Ref. [33]. The authors called for further mea-
surements of atomic masses obtained in CSRe to confirm or
disprove the observed breakdown of the quadratic form of the
isobaric multiplet mass equation in the f p shell [36].
In the present experiment, the ion′s orbits are restricted
by inserting a slit in the CSRe aperture, leading to a con-
siderably improved resolving power in the time spectra. Al-
though the 45V, 47Cr, 49Mn, and 51Fe ions were not in the
best isochronous region, their masses could still be obtained
with good precision. Following the procedures mentioned
above, their mass excesses have been re-determined. The
results are presented in Table I and compared with liter-
ature values in Fig. 6. Our re-determined ME(49Mn) =
−37607(14) keV is 35(17) keV larger than the previous CSRe
value of −37642(11) keV, but it is in good agreement with
the JYFLTRAP result of ME(49Mn) = −37620.3(24) keV.
For the other three nuclides, the ME values obtained in both
CSRe experiments are consistent with each other and the mass
of 45V agrees well with that from the JYFLTRAP experi-
ment [62]. It is worth noting that the consistent ME-value
of 51Fe from two independent measurements provides solid
ground to deduce the energies of excited states in 52Co via the
β -delayed proton emissions of 52Ni [17].
Finally, we note that the re-determinedME value for 43Ti in
this experiment, assuming a single peak, is 15 keV larger than
the AME′12 value. This could be understood as due to the
contamination of a low-lying isomer at Ex = 313(1) keV [43].
Although the half-life of this isomer is short (T1/2 = 11.9 µs),
it may live much longer than the neutral atoms when fully
stripped [63–65]. In fact, the broadened peak of 43Ti had been
observed in the IMS experiments in the ESR of GSI [48] and
the CSRe of IMP [33, 39].
IV. DISCUSSION
A. A dependence of vector and tensor Coulomb energies in
Tz =−1, f p-shell nuclei
The masses of the members of an isobaric multiplet are
given by [66]
M(A,T,Tz) = M0(A,T )+Ec(A,T,Tz)+Tz×∆m, (10)
where ∆m = 782 keV is the neutron-hydrogen mass differ-
ence and Ec the Coulomb energy. Present measurements com-
plete the ground-state masses of the Tz = −1, f p-shell nuclei
up to the heaviest one 58Zn. In addition, excitation energies
for the T = 1 IAS′s in the self-conjugate nuclei have already
been known with high precisions [43]. These new data to-
gether with the older ground-state masses for the Tz =+1 nu-
clei [43] can be used to derive Coulomb energy differences,
∆Ec(A,T,Tz|T ′z ), defined as
∆Ec(A,T,Tz|T ′z )≡ Ec(A,T,Tz)−Ec(A,T,T ′z )
= M(A,T,Tz)−M(A,T,T ′z )− (Tz−T ′z )×∆m.
(11)
The Coulomb energy differences are related to the so-called
vector and tensor Coulomb energies [66], E
(1)
c (A,T ) and
E
(2)
c (A,T ), respectively. For the T = 1 isobaric triplets, these
9energies can be obtained through the following expressions
E
(1)
c (A,1) = [∆Ec(A,1,−1|0)+∆Ec(A,1,0|+ 1)]/2, (12)
E
(2)
c (A,1) = [∆Ec(A,1,−1|0)−∆Ec(A,1,0|+ 1)]/6. (13)
The vector and tensor Coulomb energies are independent of
the isospin projection, Tz, and are related to the coefficients in
the Isobaric Multiplet Mass Equation
M(A,T,Tz) = a(A,T )+ b(A,T )Tz + c(A,T )T
2
z , (14)
with
b(A,T ) = ∆m−E(1)c (A,1), (15)
c(A,T ) = 3×E(2)c (A,1). (16)
Studies on E
(1)
c (A,T ) and E
(2)
c (A,T ) (or equivalently on b
and c coefficients) and their A and T dependence have since
long been an important research subject [12, 66–70]. A de-
tailed knowledge of the A dependence of E
(2)
c (A,T ) can yield
information on the charge-violating nuclear forces [66, 70].
Such an A dependence of E(1)c (A,T ) and E
(2)
c (A,T ) has
been extracted from the experimental masses according to
Eqs. (11)−(13) and plotted in Fig. 10. It is seen that the gen-
eral features have been well established by adding our mass
data, especially, an oscillation in E
(2)
c (A,T ) with smoothly
changing amplitude is clearly evidenced up to A = 58. The
previous experimental mass for 44V, and the extrapolated
masses for 52Co and 56Cu [43] result in significant deviations
from the general trend of E
(2)
c (A,T ) versus A (see Fig. 10(b)).
The oscillatory structure in the tensor Coulomb energy has
been observed in the limited sd-shell nuclei and attributed
to the Coulomb pairing effects [66] as well as to the non-
negligible contribution of isospin non-conserving forces of
nuclear origin [70]. However, it has been unknown if such
oscillation phenomenon persists when entering into the f p-
shell. Our mass data measured in this work demonstrate defi-
nitely the persistence of oscillatory structure in f p-shell, and
provide a test ground in f p-shell for investigating the effects
of isospin symmetry breaking.
From Eq. (11) one sees that the Coulomb energy difference,
∆Ec, can be calculated. We have used the semi-classical ap-
proach [67, 68]
Ec = {0.6Z2− 0.46Z4/3− 0.15[1− (−1)Z]}× e
2
r0A1/3
, (17)
to calculate the A dependence of E
(1)
c (A,T ) and E
(2)
c (A,T ).
In this approach, the nucleus is assumed to be a uniformly
charged sphere. Also the exchange and Coulomb pairing en-
ergies are included (second and third terms). The calculated
results with r0 = 1.25 are plotted in Fig. 10 as solid lines. One
sees that the general trend of E
(1)
c (A,T ) and the oscillation
pattern of E
(2)
c (A,T ) can be reproduced, indicating that the
oscillation in E
(2)
c (A,T ) persists in the heavier mass region.
However, the calculated E
(1)
c (A,T ) values are systematically
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FIG. 10: (Colour online) Plots of (a) vector and (b) tensor Coulomb
energies as a function of A. The solid lines represent the calculated
results based on Eq. (17). The dashed line in the upper panel is from
the same calculations by replacing the coefficient 0.46 of the second
term in Eq. (17) by 0.828. The dashed line in the lower panel is from
the same calculations by replacing the coefficient 0.15 of the third
term in Eq. (17) by 0.075.
larger (∼ 500 keV) than those deduced from the experimental
masses (see Fig. 10(a)), and the oscillation amplitude is over-
predicted. Interestingly, the over-estimation of E
(1)
c (A,T ) can
be removed by multiplying the exchange term of Eq. (17) by
1.8 (see the dashed line in Fig. 10(a)). This modification has
been used in the calculations of symmetry energy coefficients
of finite nuclei [71]. Similarly the theoretical oscillation am-
plitude in Fig. 10(b) can be reduced by arti f icially multiply-
ing the pairing term of Eq. (17) by 0.5. The reasons for this
are not yet understood and require further investigations.
B. Test of nuclear mass models
The accuracy of the current theoretical nuclear mass mod-
els have been recently investigated in Ref. [72, 73]. Among
the ten often-used models of various nature, the macroscopic-
microscopic model of Wang and Liu [74, 75], the latest ver-
sion labeled as WS4 [76], and the Duflo and Zuker (DZ28)
mass model [77] are found to be the most accurate in various
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FIG. 11: (Colour online) Mass differences between the experimental
values and those from different model predictions for the Tz = −1
nuclei.
mass regions with the smallest RMS (Root-Mean-Squares)
values of 250 ∼ 500 keV. Their mass predictions are there-
fore compared with the experimental masses for the Tz = −1
nuclei in Fig. 11. We also plot the calculated results from the
local mass relationships of Garvey and Kelson (GK) [15] and
from the ETFSI-Q mass table [78]. One can see the predic-
tive powers and accuracies of the models. We noticed that the
differences between model predictions and the experimental
masses, MEth−MEexp, show oscillations for all models. Only
the WS4 model yields a regular zig-zag staggering around
zero (see Fig. 11). This may indicate that both, the nuclear
pairing and the smooth A-dependence of nuclear masses, are
better taken into account in WS4 than in the other models,
leading to more accurate description of the nuclear masses.
Of course, the refined treatments of nuclear pairing are still
needed in order to reduce the staggering.
The masses of lighter neutron-deficient nuclei can be more
precisely predicted by using the local mass relationships such
as the GK [15] mass relation and the IMME. The GK mass
relation has been used here to predict the masses of Tz = −1
nuclei and compared with the experimental ones in Fig. 11.
One sees that the simple GK mass relation predicts best the
experimental masses compared to the other models, and the
regular staggering in the model calculations has been nearly
removed in the GK mass predictions.
C. Test of IMME for the A = 52, T = 2 multiplet
In the previous β -decay studies of 52Ni [49, 56, 79], both
β -delayed protons and γ ′s have been observed and a partial
decay scheme of 52Ni was proposed. However, as the masses
of 52Co and its (2+) isomer had not been measured at that
time, the assignments of both the 141-2407 keV γ cascade
and the 1352-keV protons as from the IAS in 52Co could not
be verified by energy matches. With the precision mass mea-
surements in this work, i.e., the masses of 52g,52mCo and 51Fe,
we have pointed out [17] that the former is from the IAS in
52Co at Ex = 2935(13) keV while the latter should be from a
1+ state with Ex = 2800(16) keV, which could be the analog
1+ state identified in its mirror nucleus 52Mn [58, 80].
We have reconstructed the partial decay scheme of 52Ni as
shown in Fig. 12. A partial level scheme of 52Mn is also
given for comparison where the excitation energies are taken
from the high-resolutionmeasurement in the 52Cr(3He,t)52Mn
charge exchange reaction [80]. The spin-and-parity assign-
ment for the levels of 52Co is inferred from the analog states
of its mirror nucleus 52Mn [80]. The main modification in the
present level scheme is that we attribute the 1352-keV proton
to originate from the decay of the 1+ state rather than from
the IAS. The excitation energies of the 1+ states are calcu-
lated by subtracting the g.s. ME value of 52Co measured in
this work from the ME values deduced from the β -p data.
Fig. 12 shows a good mirror symmetry in the level structure
between 52Co and 52Mn, and we may consider that the 1+
state at Ex = 2800 keV is most probably the 1+ analog state at
Ex = 2875 keV in 52Mn.
Dossat et al. have tested the quadratic form of the
IMME by adding a cubic term, d × T 3z , to Eq. (14) using
ME(IAS,52Co) =−31584(18) keV deduced from the ground
state mass of 51Fe and the 1352-keV protons. They found
that the d-coefficient significantly deviated from zero and then
attributed this deviation to a misidentification for one of the
states assigned to this mass multiplet. Recently, the exper-
imental IAS′s from T = 1/2 to T = 3 have been evaluated
and the corresponding IMME coefficients have been investi-
gated [12]: the IAS assigned in 52Co [49, 56] was excluded
in their IMME fit because the c-coefficient falls to ∼ 100 keV
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Reconstructed partial decay scheme of 52Ni
compared to that of 52Mn, where energies are in keV. For 52Co, the
red levels are deduced from the ME values of 52gCo, 52mCo (this
work), and the γ-ray energies reported in Ref. [49]; the black ones are
determined from the ground state ME of 51Fe [43] and the β -p decay
of 52Ni in Ref. [49]. For 52Mn, the 1+ states and IAS are inferred
from Ref. [80], while the lowest two levels (6+ and 2+ states) and the
γ-transition energies are from Ref. [58], the latter lead to Ex(IAS) =
2925(5) keV [58]. This inconsistency needs a precise determination
for the decay γ-ray energies in 52Mn.
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TABLE III: Compilation of ME values for ground states (g.s.), Iso-
baric Analog States (IAS′s) and the corresponding excitation ener-
gies (Ex) for A = 52, T = 2 quintet. All data are from Ref. [43]
except for 52Co (this work). Also listed are the resultant parameters
for quadratic and cubic fits (see text).
Atom Tz ME(g.s) Ex (keV) ME(IAS)
(keV) (keV) (keV)
52Co −1 −34361(8) 2935(13) −31426(10)
52Fe 0 −48332(7) 8557(9) −39775(6)
52Mn +1 −50706.9(1.9) 2923(5) −47784(5)
52Cr +2 −55418.1(6) 0 −55418.1(6)
Quadratic fit: χn = 1.37
a (keV) b (keV) c (keV)
−39780.8(4.3) −8179.7(5.6) 180.5(2.9)
Cubic fit: d = 5.8(4.2) (keV)
a (keV) b (keV) c (keV)
−39775(6) −8184.8(6.7) 170(8)
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FIG. 13: (Colour online) Differences between experimental mass ex-
cesses and IMME fit for the A= 52, T = 2 multiplet in keV. The mass
values in [43] are used in the fit (black filled circles); the red filled
squares correspond to the fit when Ex(IAS,52Mn)=2923(5) keV [43]
is replaced by Ex(IAS,52Mn)=2938(2) keV [80].
from the normal-trend value of 175 keV when the cubic form
of IMME was used to fit the data.
Our newly assigned IAS with ME(IAS,52Co) =
−31426(10) keV can be used to test the IMME. For
doing this, we compiled the corresponding ME values [43] of
the A = 52,T = 2 multiplet in Table III. The mass data of the
four members for the A = 52,T = 2 multiplet are fitted using
the quadratic form of IMME, and the normalized chi-square
is obtained to be χn = 1.37. Fig. 13 shows the residuals of
the fit. We also used the cubic form of IMME to describe the
mass data. As given in Table III, the algebraically calculated
d-coefficient, d = 5.8(4.2) keV, does not significantly deviate
from zero when taking the error bars into account. However if
ME(IAS,52Co)= −31584(18) keV is used, the d-coefficient
is 28.3(4.6) keV which deviates by 6σ from zero. We note
that the excitation energy of the IAS in 52Mn has recently
been measured to be Ex(IAS,
52Mn)=2938(2) keV in a high-
resolution 52Cr(3He,t)52Mn charge exchange reaction [80]. If
this value is used in the fitting procedure, a better agreement
using the quadratic form of IMME is achieved with χn = 0.45
(see Fig. 13), and d = −1.7(3.8) keV is obtained using the
cubic form of IMME.
D. p-n interactions around doubly magic nucleus 56Ni
The binding energy of a nucleus B(Z,N) deduced directly
from its mass reflects the summed effects of overall inter-
actions inside the nucleus. The various forms of binding-
energy differences can be constructed to isolate specific nu-
cleonic interactions. One of such filters is the average in-
teraction strength among the last proton(s) with the last neu-
tron(s) denoted as δVpn. This p-n interaction has been consid-
ered to be attractive and closely related to many nuclear struc-
ture phenomena such as the onset of collectivity and deforma-
tion [81, 82], changes of underlying shell structure [83], and
phase transitions in nuclei [83–85]. It has been empirically
predicted that the p-n interaction strength is sensitive to the
spatial overlap of wave functions of the last valence neutron(s)
and proton(s) [86]. Since a big change of the shell model or-
bitals occurs across some doubly magic nuclei, one expects
a large difference of p-n interactions crossing the respective
shell closures. Such an idea has been tested in the four quad-
rants of the nuclear chart surrounding the doubly magic nu-
cleus 208Pb (see Ref. [87] and references therein). The au-
thors have found that the p-n interactions are larger when the
valence protons and neutrons are both below or above their
respective shell closures at Z = 82 and N = 126, while the
interactions are smaller when one is above and the other is
below.
A similar test of this scenario is now available surrounding
the lighter doubly magic nucleus 56Ni thanks to the experi-
mental masses of 56Cu and 52Co measured in this work. Here
the shell model orbitals jump from 1 f7/2 to 2p3/2 across the
Z = N = 28 shell closure. In the cases of odd-odd nuclei, the
p-n interaction strength between the last valence proton and
neutron can be calculated in terms of Eq. (7) of Ref. [88]
δVpn(Z,N) = B(Z,N)+B(Z− 1,N− 1)
−B(Z,N− 1)−B(Z− 1,N). (18)
The calculated δVpn values for some odd-odd nuclei around
56Ni are given in Fig. 14. Note that the δVpn value for 56Cu
(indicated with red square) is the first experimental result in
the upper-left quadrant, where the large error of its δVpn value
is due to the uncertainty of the mass of 55Cu [43]. One sees
from this figure that the δVpn values in the lower-left and
upper-right quadrants are generally larger than those in the
upper-left and lower-right quadrants. This is similar to the
lead region and consistent with the expectations that the p-
n interactions are larger when the valence proton and neu-
tron occupy the same shell model orbital 1 f7/2/(2p3/2) be-
low/(above) the shell closure at Z = N = 28, while they are
smaller if the proton is in 1 f7/2 and neutron in 2p3/2 or vice
versa. The δVpn values of N = Z nuclei are the largest due to
the Wigner’s SU(4) symmetry [88] that enhances the overlap
of the wave functions.
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FIG. 14: (Colour online) Experimental δVpn values in keV for odd-
odd nuclei in a small part on the chart of nuclides. The numbers in
parentheses are the errors of δVpn. Four quadrants are defined by
the Z = 28 proton and N = 28 neutron shell closures. Schematic
shell model single-particle orbitals are shown in the left part of this
figure. The δVpn value for 56Cu (indicated with red square) is the
first experimental result in the upper-left quadrant. It has a similar
magnitude as the δVpn values in the lower-right quadrant.
Establishing a general feature of δVpn throughout the nu-
clear chart has important impact on the mass predictions us-
ing local mass relationships [15, 89–91]. It is believed that
the Garvey-Kelson mass relations [15] or the recently recon-
stituted ones [90, 91] are able to predict the unknown masses
with higher accuracy compared to the mass-model calcula-
tions (see Fig. 11 for example). It is worthwhile to note that
these local mass relations can be derived under the condi-
tion that the δVpn values deduced from Eq. (18) are identical
for two neighboring nuclei. Here by neighboring it means
the two neighboring nuclei of same parity (even-even, even-
odd, odd-even, and odd-odd) along an isotopic, isotonic, iso-
baric, and isospin projection chain. The local mass relations in
Refs. [90, 91] are equivalent to GK formulas when no same-
parity of neighboring nuclei is required (for details, the reader
is referred to Fig. 2 in Ref. [91]).
Fig. 15 shows available δVpn values calculated according to
Eq. (18) for four odd-odd nuclei around 40Ca, 48Ca, 56Ni, and
208Pb. One sees that the δVpn values change suddenly across
the shell closures which could be due to sudden changes of
the spatial overlap of shell model orbitals of the last valence
neutron and proton. Such a sudden change of δVpn values
are observed along the isotopic and isotonic chains as well
as along the isospin projection chain around 48Ca. This be-
havior may set constraints on the reliability of the local mass
relations. For example, in lead region, the mass of 207Hg is
predicted to be ∼ 500 keV less bound than the experimental
value using Eqs. (8) and (9) of Ref. [91]. And the masses of
50,52Sc are predicted to be 800 ∼ 900 keV more bound than
the experimental ones using Eq. (10) of Ref. [91].
A close inspection of Figs. 14 and 15 reveals that the pre-
requisite of identical δVpn values holds well for isobars sur-
rounding the four doubly magic nuclei, and a mirror symme-
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FIG. 15: (Colour online) Same as Fig. 14 but for four odd-odd nuclei
around the doubly magic nuclei 40Ca, 48Ca, 56Ni, and 208Pb marked
with red filled circles.
try of δVpn along the Z = N line is observed in the lower-
left quadrant of Fig. 14. This indicates that the transverse
GK mass relation and Eq. (10) of Ref. [91] can be used in
these cases. Indeed, the mass of 207Hg is calculated us-
ing the Eq. (10) of Ref. [91] to be nearly 25 keV lower
than the experimental value. In the same way, the mass ex-
cess of 55Cu could be predicted to be −31802(16) keV us-
ing the precise masses of 56Cu and 54Ni measured in this
work. This value agrees well with the IMME prediction of
ME(55Cu) = −31782(4) keV. Both predicted ME values for
55Cu are ∼ 150 keV lower than the experimental value of -
31635(156) keV [37]. In this sense, a more precise mass mea-
surement for 55Cu would be desired.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have performed isochronousmass measurements for the
neutron-deficient f p-shell nuclei produced via projectile frag-
mentation of an energetic 58Ni beam. Special techniques have
been applied to the current measurements and data analyses
in order to increase the resolving power of isochronous mass
spectrometry in the heavy ion storage ring CSRe in Lanzhou,
e.g., inserting a metal slit in the dispersion section of the ring,
and using a new technique to correct the effects of the un-
stable magnetic fields of the RIBLL2-CSRe system. On the
basis of the newly measured masses, several nuclear structure
studies in the f p shell have been performed. Main results and
conclusions from this work are summarized as follows:
(1) The mass excesses of the Tz =−1 nuclei 52g,52mCo and
56Cu have been measured for the first time in this experiment
with an uncertainty of ∼ 10 keV. This is the highest preci-
sion reached in the isochronous mass spectrometry for short-
lived neutron-deficient nuclei. Our measurements show that
52g,52mCo and 56Cu are∼ 370 keV and∼ 400 keVmore bound
than the evaluations in AME′12, respectively. The new mass
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of 56Cu allows us to observe the mirror symmetry of low-spin
excited levels between 56Cu and 56Co within an uncertainty
of 50 keV. The energy of the T = 2 IAS in 52Co is newly as-
signed precisely, which fits well into the fundamental Isobaric
Multiplet Mass Equation.
(2) The mass excesses of five Tz = −1 nuclei 44V, 46Cr,
48Mn, 50Fe, and 54Ni have been re-measured, the precision of
which except for 46Cr is one order of magnitude higher than
the values in AME′12. Especially, the mass excesses of 44V
and 54Ni are ∼ 300 keV and −60 keV, respectively, deviating
from the literature ones. The new mass data allow us to es-
tablish the general A dependent features of vector and tensor
Coulomb energies up to A = 58 for the T = 1 isobaric triplets.
We have shown that the oscillation pattern of tensor Coulomb
energy persists for f p-shell nuclei. This fact may provide a
test ground for investigating the effects of isospin symmetry
breaking, as well as a guideline for mass extrapolation and
measurement of heavy nuclei in and even beyond f p shell.
(3) The masses of four Tz = −1/2 nuclei 45V, 47Cr, 49Mn,
and 51Fe, which are obviously outside the isochronous win-
dow, were also measured. The deduced mass excess values
agree well, within the experimental errors, with the recent
JYFLTRAP measurements (for 45V and 49Mn) or with our
previous IMSmeasurements (for 47Cr and 51Fe) in CSRe. The
consistent results for 51Fe and the new mass of 52mCo help us
to re-assign the T = 2 IAS in 52Co by referring to the experi-
mental data on β -delayed protons and β -delayed γ ′s of 52Ni.
(4) The mass excess of the expected low-lying (6+) isomer
in 44V has been determined for the first time in this experi-
ment to be −23541(19) keV, which is, similar to its ground
state, ∼ 300 keV less bound than the evaluations in AME′12.
The excitation energy Ex = 286(28) keV was found to be very
close to the Ex value of an analog state (Ex = 271 keV) in its
mirror nucleus 44Sc.
(5) We have investigated the Z and N dependences of resid-
ual p-n interactions around the doubly magic nucleus 56Ni us-
ing our new mass of 56Cu. Similar to the case around 208Pb,
the hypothesis still holds that the p-n interaction strength is
positively correlated with the spatial overlap of wave func-
tions of the last valence neutron(s) and proton(s). Further
analyses show that the empirical p-n interactions deduced
from atomic masses change suddenly across the shell clo-
sures throughout the chart of nuclides. This is due to sudden
changes of the spatial overlap of shell model orbitals of the
last valence neutron and proton. Consequently this sets con-
straints on the applicability of local mass relationships, e.g.,
Eqs. (8), (9) and (10) of Ref. [91], to predict unknown masses
with high accuracy.
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